
Microwave barriers for large outdoor areas

The Explorer BUS barriers are the
result of Tecnoalarm’s long-term
experience and know-how in the
protection of large outdoor areas
with high security perimeter systems.

Explorer BUS



Remote Sensitivity Control  technology permits remote 
monitoring of all of the system components connecting the 
system through a modem at any time and anywhere, regardless 
of the accessibility of the installation. The possibility of adjusting 
and calibrating the entire system from a distance traduces into 
a more precise regulation of the devices and saving of time and 
costs of installation and maintenance.
The remote management of the barrier is made through six 
diagnostic tools for verifying the smooth functioning of the 
EXPLORER BUS barriers both under electrical-functional and 
optical-mechanical considerations.

Tecnoalarm technology
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Zone

Configuration

Programming

Parameterization of the EXPLORER BUS barrier can be made remotely

through the remote management software. The software permits

programming of all of the barrier’s functioning parameters easily on

a single table: the sensitivity, the transmission channel, enabling and

disabling of the failure signal, supervisision and anti-masking control

settings.

 
 

 



The hardware coherence control checks the status of all devices

connected to the system’s serial bus. The software verifies that the

connection and the address of the barriers are correct.

The transmitter and the receiver are listed separately. For each

of them are available the hardware and firmware version, power

supply and battery voltage are indicated.
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The functioning monitor is the main window of the diagnostic tools

of the EXPLORER BUS barrier. It shows the barrier’s general status

and permits real time monitoring of the all of the functional

parameters. A graph shows the beam’s functioning in real time and

the status of the electrical signal.

The functioning monitor gives access to all the other diagnostic tools.
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Alarm

Photo

Alarm graphs

For each alarm detected by the EXPLORER BUS barrier a graph

representing the barrier’s status at the moment of alarm release

is registered.

The graph permits the detailed analysis of the barrier’s behavior,

determining exactly the detected signal , the modalities of interruption

and for how long the beam has been interrupted.

During each arming period of the control panel, a maximum of six

graphs with indication of date and time are recorded in the memory

of the module or the control panel. The graphs can be discharged

through the Tecnoalarm remote management software.



Events

Data File

Event log

The event log contains the events relating to the barrier, i.e. the

alarms, the diagnostics and the changes in state.

A maximum of 128 events are recorded in reverse chronological

order, with indication of date and time, in the memory of the module

or the control panel the barrier is connected to.

The events always show the barrier’s status, i.e. presence, interruption,

masking and disabling.

The event log also lists the tamper alarms and power supply signaling.



Analysis

Serial Data

Communication analysis

The serial communication between the barrier and the control

panel  or  the module is  constantly  monitored,  and so is  the

exactness and coherence of  the sent  data.

A counter records all of the communication transactions, whereas

a second counter totalizes the possible communication errors.

The communication analysis allows us to determine the amount

of communication errors caused by electrical disturbances or by

the deterioration of the serial bus, confronting the counters and

classifying the errors as insignificant, not critical or dangerous.
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Alignment

Alignment

The alignment of the barrier is constantly monitored. A graph

shows the optical alignment between the transmitter and the

receiver and the alarm states in real time.

Alignment is also viewed graphically on a three-level  scale

(minimum, good and insufficient). In addition, the Zone Monitor

shows the level of electrical disturbance classifying it with a

traffic light signaling: green (acceptable noise), yellow (critical

noise) and red (excessive noise).

To obtain a better noise analysis it is possible to switch off the

transmitter of the barrier.

 



The receiver and the transmitter are connected via special serial

bus (Sync Bus). The noise test of the Tecnoalarm software allows

to capture the electric interferences and analyse them, both locally

and remotely. It supplies information using the signaling of a

traffic light: green (moderate noise), yellow (critical noise) and red

(excessive noise) .  The graph analysis  al lows to  assess the

background noise. To permit a better definition of the background

noise to which the receiver is exposed, it is possible to deactivate

the corresponding transmitter.

Noise test
Noise test
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